Dear Reader,

Welcome to a new issue of digitalLIFE4CE quarterly eNews. We are happy to introduce you to our latest accomplishments in fostering innovation in integrated healthcare system solutions. We are about to finish our second working package and approach the third one. This means, we are going to complete the puzzle pieces of our work so far and we are about to work on our CEDHES - Central European Digital Health Exellence Spots.

In this issue of digitalLIFE4CE eNews we invite you to have a closer look at our current work and how we got supported by Saxony’s policy makers:

1. **New Cooperations build in Rijeka**
2. **Saxony promotes digitalLIFE4CE at EU Commission**
3. **Become your own health manager**
4. **Saxon Day of Telemedicine: Saxony’s politicians support digitalLIFE4CE**
5. **e-Health congress in Budapest (HU)**
6. **Spotlight on: The first networking results**
7. **The future of healthcare is starting now**
8. **Behind the Scenes - in this issue we introduce Wroclaw Technology Park (WPT)**
10. **Registration open: Learning Hub Launch**

Enjoy getting familiar with our project. digitalLIFE4CE project partners wish you a great and healthy time. To stay updated on our work, please follow us on [Twitter](#).

Best Regards,

**Rebecca Winter**

Head of Communication digitalLIFE4CE

PS: For more Information about digitalLIFE4CE please contact your [local partner](#) or write an email to [rebecca.winter@med-in-leipzig.de](mailto:rebecca.winter@med-in-leipzig.de)
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